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Message from the Program Chair
We cordially welcome you to RTSS@Work, the Open Demo Session of IEEE Real-Time Systems
Symposium held in Nashville, Tennessee on December 12th, 2018!
The goal of RTSS@Work is to provide a platform for researchers to present prototypes, tools, simulators, and systems, that extend the state-of-the-art in real-time technologies and techniques. This
session augments the traditional forum by enabling presenters to demonstrate working systems, thereby
allowing them to directly engage with the audience, generate interest in new research topics, and encourage wider adoption of common frameworks.
This year, the Program Committee has selected seven high-quality demonstrations from diverse research areas and application domains.
The session consists of two parts: (i) a short presentation session in which each participant briefly
presents their work, followed by (ii) a demonstration and poster session during which participants can
display their work and discuss it with the attendees.
We would like to thank all those who have contributed in making an excellent program for RTSS@Work
2018. We thank all the reviewers for their hard work in providing valuable feedback to the authors,
and the organisation of RTSS 2018 for including this demo session in the symposium. Finally, we
would like to thank all the authors for their fine contributions.
Bryan C. Ward, MIT Lincoln Laboratory, USA
RTSS@Work 2018 Program Chair
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Abstract—Model-based approaches are often dedicated to the
formal verification of functional properties of real-time critical
systems, while timing verification comes as a second part of
the development process of such systems. The consortium of
the Waruna project proposes a framework called Time4Sys.
The main idea behind the Time4sys framework is that timing
verification of a real-time system shall not be only available
to experts of the domain. In particular, the front-end should
be embedded or hidden in the interface of the tool of the
system’s domain. Moreover, the back-end, i.e., the verification
aspect, shall not be tied to a unique tool. All-in-all the timing
verification shall be done along the development cycle and not
only at the end of the design process. Time4Sys is based on
model-driven engineering settings and developed as a Polarsys
plugin. Modelling, traceability, transformation, analysis, and
result reporting activities are the pillars of the Time4Sys structure
and they are explicitly formalized as a set of meta-models.

Fig. 1. Waruna contribution in V-cycle of designing critical embedded systems

the Waruna1 project have joined their effort to propose the
Time4Sys framework as solution.

I. C ONTEXT

II. T IME 4S YS , A FRAMEWORK INTEGRATING TEMPORAL

The development of safety-critical real-time embedded systems requires the verification of both functional and nonfunctional properties including time constraints. Nowadays
different languages are used for designing and analyzing
these systems, while the underlying concepts differ. Thus,
introducing timing verification at an early phase of the industrial development process has been a difficult challenge
since required inputs (like the worst-case execution time and
the system behaviour description) are moving targets all across
the development process phases.
Recently, thanks to the ability to express non-functional
properties with dedicated, concern-specific viewpoints in
model-based approaches, the goal of introducing timing verification has become reachable. The time verification is refined
at each step of the project from high levels of design down to
concrete measurements of the execution times of the generated
programs (see Figure 1). A major problem however persists:
a semantic gap between the models is producing a lack of
applicability of model-based timing verification techniques,
such as scheduling analysis and simulation, directly to conceptual design. Solving this issue is essential to enable the
use of timing verification in the industry. The participants of

PERFORMANCE VERIFICATION

The Waruna project objective is to provide a framework
filling the gap between the capture of timing aspects in
the design phase of a real-time system and the ability of
specific/dedicated tools to verify the consistency and performances of a given scheduling. Hence, Time4Sys framework
capitalizes, reuses and aggregates all knowledge from previous works in particular UML-MARTE [1], MoSaRT [2] and
Tempo [3].
Time4Sys proposes four capabilities: the design, the analysis, the traceability and the reporting.
1) Design. Time4Sys provides a graphical domain-specific
language. While the concrete syntax is based on Capella
[4], the abstract syntax is a meta-model based mainly on
an extraction of MARTE and some MoSaRT concepts
[2].
2) Traceability. Because of the previously mentioned semantic gap, timing design models are transformed to
1 A website in French is available at http://www.waruna-projet.fr and a description in English at https://www.polarsys.org/proposals/polarsys-time4sys
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analysis model. We assume that analysis models are
expressed in the same meta-model as design models,
but with more restrictions. Unfortunately, those restrictions depend on the targeted analysis and verification
tools. Moreover, because we do not want experts to be
involved too much, verification results must be brought
back to the user interface. So full traceability of those
transformations is mandatory.
3) Analysis. Time4Sys contains several connections allowing it to be used with different tools like MAST [5] and
RTaW-Pegase++TM [6].
4) Result reporting. The underlying idea is to present
results to users after analysis. Once the results are
validated by users, new models integrating results can be
generated. Currently, we start examining the trace as a
result of simulation tests. So Time4Sys is able to handle
trace.

repositories (CONSERT [7]) play the role of helper for nonexpert users during the analysis process. The repositories
enable analysts to describe real-time contexts as a set of
axioms and their appropriate tests, and their content makes
the designer autonomous during the analysis phase.

Time4Sys capabilities are accessed from its two parts. The
front-end is dedicated to the real-time architects. The backend is dedicated to experts in order to share their experience in
order to ease the usage of the front-end and especially enforces
the analysis capability.
The front-ends of the Time4Sys framework is composed by
three meta-models (see Figure 2):
•

•

•

Fig. 3. Time4Sys back-end architecture

III. C ONCLUSIONS
We present the open source framework Time4Sys allowing
the seamless integration of timing verification activities into
the industrial engineering practices related to the development
of real-time systems. Through the application of dedicated
transformation rules, Time4Sys is able to bridge the existing
semantic gaps between the design models and the common
scheduling analysis and simulation models, thus permitting
the application of the variety of existing timing verification
tools and techniques to the design models. Through the
use of design and analysis pivot models, Time4Sys ensures
an independence from the selected timing verification tool
specificities and facilitates its combination with other timing
verification tools as well as its replacement.
The use of Time4Sys in industry increases the design
efficiency and robustness by avoiding the duplication of work
and excluding the risks of consistency failures.

The Design Meta-model extends the MARTE meta-model
with missing concepts need to model the design model
of the application and to model the verification model;
the Results meta-model contains all concepts required to
model various results produced by verification tools and
need to be provided to the design architects;
the Trace Meta-model contains concepts to model traces
to model Gantt charts and execution traces.
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Fig. 2. Time4Sys front-end architecture

Despite various analysis models and tests, several cases derived from industrial practices do not find their corresponding
tests in standard temporal analysis tools. They need to be
adapted in terms of qualitative and quantitative information
while remaining conservative. Therefore, the Time4Sys backend is dedicated to experts on temporal analysis. Indeed,
expert analysts can share their knowledge through two kind of
repositories (see Figure 3). The analysis and the transformation
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with Darknet framework. Because Darknet framework supports only CPUs and NVIDIA’s GPUs, YOLO can be executed
only on the CPUs even though mobile GPUs such as ARM
Mali GPUs are available. Our test platform is Odroid-XU4
and it is based on ARM BigLittle architecture with MaliT628 GPU. We have measured inferencing time of YOLO
Tiny and it took 11 seconds to process one image. We
suspect the Darknet framework has overhead itself and we try
to optimize inferencing time by standalone implementation.
YOLO Tiny consists of Convolutional, ReLU, and Max-pool
layers. Among them, we focus on parallelizing the Convolutional layers, the most computation intensive layers. We apply
convolution lowering to transform 3D tensor operation into 2D
matrix computation [4].
Matrix multiplication is defined as General Matrix Multiplication(GEMM) in the Level 3 Basic Linear Algebra Subprograms(BLAS) library. We choose CLBlast [5] for GEMM
operation since it has state-of-the-art performance on embedded devices. CLBlast is an open-source BLAS library
optimizing OpenCL operation with GPUs. From the study, we
found non-square matrices cause excessive number of workper-work-items in OpenCL operation at Convolutional layers.
As shown in Fig.1, the convolution is applied between nonsquare matrices, especially at layer 1 and 2. In this situation,
the number of works per work-item are decreased, while the
number of work-items are increased. This causes frequent
context switches at the GPU and slows down the inferencing
speed. At the Convolutional layer 7 and 8, the situation is
reversed. We have less number of work-items so that GPU
utilization is reduced. To exploit these findings, we increased
the number of multiplications within work-items at layer 1
and 2. We adopt matrix tiling to reduce multiplications within
work-item at layer 7 and 8.

Abstract—Deep learning-based object detections are widely
studied in powerful NVIDIA GPUs, but real-time object detection
using mobile GPUs has not yet been achieved. We demonstrate
our accelerated YOLO Tiny implementation of real-time object
detection on the resource constrained Odroid-XU4 board. We
implemented a standalone object detection system without neural
network framework such as Darknet to reduce potential framework overhead. We focus on parallelizing the computationally
intensive Convolutional layers with OpenCL. In this work, we
found non-square matrices with large row or column cause
computational overhead in Convolutional layers. We show performance improvements compared to CLblast, which is optimized
for embedded GPUs. During the demonstration, we show “realtime object detection” with various GEMM implementation.

I. PROBLEM
Deep learning-based object detections are widely studied on
the powerful NVIDIA’s GPUs for autonomous driving applications and the ImageNet challenge. Though recent reports on
smaller neural networks for resource constrained devices show
remarkable progress, real time object detection using mobile
GPUs are not achieved yet.
In this paper, we show our implementation of real-time
object detection on a resource constrained mobile device. Our
goal is real-time inferencing, demonstrating inferencing speed
of 1∼10 FPS(frame per second) with video streaming camera.
We pick YOLO Tiny to optimize as mobile inferencing
baseline. YOLO is a real-time object detection system [1]
using Convolutional Neural Network(CNN). It is reported to
achieve 240 FPS on the Titan X platform. Our question is
“Can we run YOLO Tiny onto the mobile device instead of
Titan X keeping similar inferencing speed?”. Though YOLO
Tiny is fast in time and light in parameter size, it has not
been demonstrated on the mobile devices where no NVIDIA
GPUs are available. Researches in [2] [3] have shown speed
improvement with reduced accuracy. Instead of modifying
network model, we exploit to optimize inferencing routines
such as matrix library.

III. DEMONSTRATION AND EVALUATION
To measure inferencing time, we use VOC 2007 dataset.
Since we do not modify trained model, we get the same
inferencing accuracy. Table I shows the inferencing time of
various GEMM implmentations. The first row is the result of
CLBlast GEMM and it took 2.618 seconds for inferencing
single image. Our GEMM only shows 2.963 seconds in total.
When we combine our GEMM with CLBlast we got 2.18
seconds, which is the best result so far. For this combined

II. APPROACH
To achieve real-time inferencing, we exploit OpenCL optimization in mobile GPUs. YOLO was originally implemented
This work was supported by Institute for Information & communications
Technology Promotion(IITP) grant funded by the Korea government(MSIT)
(No.1711073912, Neuromorphic Computing Software Platform for Artificial
Intelligence Systems)
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TABLE I
I NFERENCING TIME OF YOLO T INY AT EACH C ONVOLUTIONAL LAYER ( SECONDS )
Layer

Conv 1

Conv 2

Conv 3

Conv 4

Conv 5

Conv 6

Conv 7

Conv8

Conv 9

Total

CLBlast GEMM

0.466

0.382

0.149

0.099

0.084

0.119

0.429

0.874

0.016

2.618

Our GEMM

0.207

0.247

0.178

0.146

0.219

0.276

0.563

1.127

0.047

2.963

0.191

0.242

0.178

0.087

0.081

0.113

0.415

0.860

0.015

2.180

CLBlast +
Our GEMM

N

GEMM
→
(M*K)X(K*N)

K

filter
Conv
Lowering

N
Tile1
Tile2

Relu

K

M

Relu
Max

M

K
K

Tile1 Tile2

Convolutional Layer #7, 8
(GEMM - Tiling)

Convolutional Layer #1, 2
(GEMM – Work↑)
ODROID-XU4

Fig. 1. Our demo system for real-time object detection

approach, we adopted our GEMM at Convolutional layer 1
and 2 while maintaining other CLBlast layers.
For the demonstration, we setup a mobile object detection
system using Odriod XU4 board. A camera is connected to
the Odroid XU4 and input video stream is processed for realtime object detection. Locations of objects are identified as
red square boxes and the identified names are shown on the
screen. During the demonstration, we show the current stateof-the art ”real-time object detection” with various GEMM
implementation.
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of answers can be cost-effective; as the frequency of
computational rounds necessary for the algorithms can
be low, while “discarding” information and recomputing
every time for scratch might require more computational
effort;
• continuous monitoring of some critical quantity must
be done, where the quantity is not readily available
in a single device but must be computed through the
interaction of several devices (example: monitor if too
few robots are present in an areas around access points).
For this technique to be exploited in critical settings, realtime guarantees need to be investigated both on specific algorithms and their compositions.2 Since continuously running
computations are physiologically subject to errors (due to
delays in communication), classical real-time constraints need
to be adapted to take into account (relative and absolute) error
bounds, in order to be applied to those systems. Preliminary
work in this direction has already been done in [3] for a
classic distance estimation algorithm. In this demonstration,
we present this algorithm together with others that could
acquire real-time guarantees in the near future, both through
Field Calculus code (see Section II) and its simulation on
realistic environments through Alchemist (see Section III).

Abstract—As the number of deployed IoT devices increases,
centralised programming techniques suffer, especially if continuous monitoring or frequent queries of the same quantities
are expected. In this setting, maintaining a distributed data
structure of answers through the Field Calculus programming
model can be both cost-effective and convenient, thanks to its
predictable behaviour composition system. Since many of these
IoT applications are safety critical, real-time guarantees for such
systems are needed: however, their study is in its earliest stage.
In this demonstration, we present the Field Calculus programming model with prototypical algorithms and applications,
interactively presented through the Alchemist IoT simulator.
Meanwhile, we outline the relevance of these systems for the
real-time community.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Embedded systems, wireless sensor networks, ubiquitous/pervasive computing, and Internet of Things are labels
given by the scientific community to indicate sensing, computing and actuation elements being intensively deployed over
a physical environment. A clear trend of these technologies is
the increase of the number of deployed devices:1 this will soon
make it infeasible to deploy a global-level software functionality by individually programming every single node. For this
very reason, a number of approaches falling under the umbrella
of “macro-programming” and “spatial self-organisation” are
being investigated (surveyed in [1]), with the goal of providing
means to view a network of nodes as a unique spatially
distributed platform showing inherent robustness, which might
then be programmed as a whole.
These approaches typically pertain systems achieving higher
reactiveness to changes (and hence a more effective exploitation of sensing/actuation capabilities) by continuously running
on the network of devices, extracting distributed information
and sending it towards requestors. This is achieved by updating and maintaining some distributed data structure, through
suitable programming models, while formally guaranteeing
good trade-offs between reactiveness and energy consumption.
These systems are effectively exploited whenever:
• frequent queries to the same quantities are expected, so
that maintaining an updated distributed data structure

II. T HE F IELD C ALCULUS PROGRAMMING MODEL
In this demonstration, we shall focus on continuously running systems specified in the Field Calculus language and
executed according to its intended programming model. In this
setting, every device i asynchronously executes the following
cyclic schedule every period Ti :
1) perceives contextual information through sensors;
2) retrieves local information stored in the previous round,
and collects messages recently received from neighbours
into neighbouring fields φ (mapping neighbour device
identifiers i to values v);
3) evaluates the (same) program P, manipulating the information gathered in the previous points;
4) stores local data, broadcasts messages to neighbours, and
produces output values (possibly fed to actuators);
5) sleeps until it is awaken at the next activation.
The local execution of programs described above induces a
global behaviour [4]. In the global view, the computation is

This work has been partially supported by the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme under project HyVar (www.
hyvar-project.eu, grant agreement No 644298) and ICT COST Action IC1402
ARVI (www.cost-arvi.eu).
1 The overall number of deployed IoT devices in the world is nearly
doubling each couple of years, possibly reaching more than 20 billions in
2020 (https://www.gartner.com/newsroom/id/3598917

2 Inspired by Stankovic’s statement [2]: “Many technical communities are
vigorously pursuing research topics that contribute to the Internet of Things
(IoT). [. . . ] More cooperation between communities is encouraged.”
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Fig. 2. Syntax of the field calculus language.

time
Fig. 1. Representation of a field evolution of literal values together with its
underlying neighbouring structure. Past events of event e (circled blue) are
depicted in red, future events in green, concurrent events in black.

•

modelled as occurring on the overall network of interconnected
devices, behaving as a single aggregate machine evolving over
time (as network topology and sensor readings). The data
abstraction manipulated by such machines is hence a distributed space-time field evolution Φ, associating data values
v to individual computation events e (space-time points where
and when a device is activated), structured according to a
given notion of neighbouring (an acyclic relation connecting
events according to the successful directional reception of
messages between them). The neighbouring relation defines
which events constitute the past, future or are concurrent to
any given event, and is depicted in Figure 1. This global
view allows to conveniently define sound composition of
individual algorithmic units, allowing to structure complex
computations by bottom-up combination of reusable blocks
of aggregate behaviour. Furthermore, it is suited to study
behavioural properties like self-stabilisation [4] and density
independence [5], first on simple blocks and then inductively
on systems built on top of them.
Programs manipulating event structures are expressed in
field calculus, a tiny functional language providing basic
Turing-universal [6] constructs to work with these distributed
data structures according to the model previously presented.
Figure 2 presents its syntax in Backus-Naur Form, where symbol classes are defined through options separated by vertical
lines, and e is a shorthand for sequences of elements of the
same class. In addition to the standard constructs of functional
languages (function declaration, function application and values), the language features three peculiar constructs:
• branching (if(e1 ){e2 } else {e3 }): similar to the C
language ternary operator e1 ?e2 : e3 , it has the additional
effect of splitting the computation in two isolated subnetworks: devices evaluating e1 to True that compute
e2 , and those evaluating to False that compute e3 ;
• interaction (nbr(e)): shares the value of e among
neighbours through broadcast, automatically matching
incoming and outcoming messages, and producing a
neighbouring field associating to each neighbour i0 of i

their latest evaluation of e at i0 ;
evolution (rep(x<-e1 ){e2 }): starting from e1 , periodically updates a local value by applying the anonymous
function (x)=>e2 to it.
III. D EMONSTRATION

In the demonstration, we will provide an instance of the
Alchemist simulator [7], which supports the execution of Field
Calculus programs, for a guided interactive experience with
the following selected algorithms and simulated deployments.
1) Classical distributed distance estimation, deployed on
the Vienna city map (as in [3]).
2) Comparison of classical and BIS distance estimation
([8]) in a bidimensional space representing a corridor.
3) Voronoi network partitioning built on top of the classical
distance estimation, deployed on the Vienna city map.
4) Comparison of data collection algorithms in a bidimensional space representing a corridor.
5) Crowd tracking and stampede-prevention service for
massive urban events, deployed on the Vienna city map,
and using real-world GPS traces from a sport event.
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I. D EEP P ICAR P LATFORM
In this demo, we present DeepPicar, a low-cost autonomous
RC car platform using a deep convolutional neural network
(CNN), which we recently published at RTCSA’18 [2]. DeepPicar is a low-cost and small scale replication of NVIDIA’s
real self-driving car called DAVE-2 [3], which successfully
drove on public roads using a CNN [1]. Note that DeepPicar
uses the same CNN architecture of DAVE-2. In this demo,
we showcase DeepPicar’s construction, performance, and research/educational use-cases in more detail.

10 neurons
50 neurons
100 neurons
1152 neurons

3x3 kernel

3x3 kernel
5x5 kernel

5x5 kernel

5x5 kernel

output: steering angle
fc4: fully-connected layer
fc3: fully-connected layer
fc2: fully-connected layer
fc1: fully-connected layer
conv5: 64@1x18
convolutional layer
conv4: 64@3x20
convolutional layer
conv3: 48@5x22
convolutional layer
conv2: 36@14x47
convolutional layer

conv1: 24@31x98
convolutional layer
input: 200x66 RGB pixels

Fig. 2: DeepPicar’s neural network architecture: 9 layers (5
convolutional, 4 fully-connected layers), 27 million connections, 250K parameters. The CNN architecture is identical to
the one used in NVIDIA’s real self-driving car [3].
Item
Raspberry Pi 3 Model B
New Bright 1:24 scale RC car
Playstation Eye camera
Pololu DRV8835 motor hat
External battery pack & misc.
Total

Cost ($)
35
10
7
8
10
70

TABLE I: DeepPicar’s bill of materials (BOM).

Fig. 1: DeepPicar platform.

but with an important modification to exactly match the Dave2’s CNN architecture (see [2]). Figure 2 shows the CNN
architecture used in DeepPicar, which is comprised of 9 layers,
250K parameters, and about 27 million connections, as in
NVIDIA DAVE-2’s CNN architecture.

A. Hardware and Software
Figure 1 shows a fully assembled DeepPicar, while Table I
shows its main components. For computing, DeepPicar uses a
Raspberry Pi 3 Model B platform, which include four ARM
Cortex A53 cores. For sensing, it uses a single forward-looking
camera to capture real-time image frames, which are fed to
the DeepPicar’s CNN as input. For control, it uses an Pololu
DRV8835 motor driver, which can be easily attached to the Pi
3’s external GPIO header. As for the car platform, DeepPicar
uses a 1/24th scale RC car for affordability and safety.
We use TensorFlow for the real-time processing of DeepPicar’s CNN model, written in Python, which is based on [4],

B. Training Method
In order to train the DeepPicar, we use a typical supervised
learning method. That is, a human driver manually controls
the car and navigates it around a man-made track, such as
the one shown in Figure 3. Simultaneously, a time-stamped
video of the car driving and the steering angles at each frame
are recorded and saved. Each frame is then separated into
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students have interesting hands-on experiences without significant financial investments. For these reasons, we provide the DeepPicar’s source code, build instructions, and
testing/training methodologies at an open-source repository:
https://github.com/mbechtel2/DeepPicar-v2.
III. D EMONSTRATION
We demonstrate the efficacy of the DeepPicar model by
displaying its performance on a man-made track. In particular,
we will show how it performs on the track seen in Figure 3
across two different scenarios. In the first scenario, the DeepPicar operates at a reasonable speed (50% throttle) and is able
to drive for over 10 minutes with significant accuracy. The
second scenario has DeepPicar operate at a higher speed (70%
throttle), yet it still remains on the track for over four minutes.
Perspectively, we will show videos from both the DeepPicar’s
point of view (which will also display the steering angle at
each frame), and from a third person point of view.

Fig. 3: Custom track used to train and test the DeepPicar.
one of two categories: “curved” if the car was turning left or
right, or “straight” if the car wasn’t turning. This is done to
remove bias when training images are being selected. Once
separated, the data is copied to a remote desktop in order to
train the model, as it would take longer to train the model on
the Raspberry Pi 3. This is because the training process itself
is more parallelizable [5] and would be done inefficiently on
a smaller platform like the Pi 3.
On the remote desktop, we train the neural network across
2,000 steps, where a batch of 100 frames, selected from both
the “curved” and “straight” groups, is randomly selected and
used to optimize the neural network iteratively. Once the
network is trained on the desktop computer, the trained model
is copied back to the Raspberry Pi 3. The network is then used
by the cars main controlller, which feeds image frames from
the web camera as input to the network in real-time. At each
control period, the network produced steering angle output is
converted into the PWM values of the cars steering motor.
Figure 4 shows the simplified pseudo code of the controllers
main loop.
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while True:
# 1. read from the forward camera
frame = camera.read()
# 2. convert to 200x66 rgb pixels
frame = preprocess(frame)
# 3. perform inferencing operation
angle = DNN_inferencing(frame)
# 4. motor control
steering_motor_control(angle)
# 5. wait till next period begins
wait_till_next_period()

Fig. 4: Control loop.
II. U SE C ASES
We believe that DeepPicar is a useful platform for both
research and educational purposes. From a research perspective, because DeepPicar’s CNN is identical to NVIDIA’s
well-known real-world self-driving car [1], it can be used
as a representative benchmark workload. For education,
DeepPicar’s affordability and simplicity will allow educators at various levels (university and K-12) to help their
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Demo: HyLAA 2.0: A Verification Tool for Linear Hybrid Automaton
Models of Cyber-Physical Systems.
Stanley Bak1 and Parasara Sridhar Duggirala2
The reachable set computation algorithm in HyLAA uses
a symbolic representation called generalized stars. A generalized star is represented as a tuple hc, V, P i where c ∈ Rn
is called center, V = {v1 , v2 , . . . , vm } where vi ∈ Rn
called basis vectors, and P ⊆ Rm called predicate. Generalized stars are very efficient data structures for performing
linear transformation, intersection, and minkowski sum. In
earlier work with HyLAA [5], [6], [7], the authors have
proposed several methods such as forward and backward
constraint propagation, dynamic aggregation and deaggregation, Minkowski sum decomposition, for computing the
reachable set of states for linear hybrid systems efficiently.
The authors also presented a new technique to generate a
variety of counterexamples for safety specifications [11].
The new version of the tool has a host of new features
to be presented. First, HyLAA can now perform reachable
set computation of Linear Hybrid Automata with inputs.
Previously, either continuous systems with inputs or hybrid
automata without inputs were supported. Second, HyLAA
now exposes a lot of application programming interface
to the end user for performing reachable set computation.
Modes and dynamics are specified as python code and the
results of safety verification is returned as an object in
python. Hence, if a counterexample for the safety specification is discovered, the user can access the counterexample
and analyze it within the python code. This is similar to the
Z3 [9] interface with python 1 .
Third, HyLAA now supports a wide range of visualization
modes. Unlike other reachability tools, HyLAA can provide
incremental output over the course of the computation, rather
than an all-or-nothing result. Further, a video export option
of the computation progress is available. Finally, internal
data structures, such as the graph of possible modes visited
is also available for export. We plan to demonstrate the
visualization on several models. Example image outputs
are shown in Figures 1 and 2, which were taken from
the 2018 ARCH hybrid systems reachability tool competition [1]. Fourth, HyLAA has the capability to generate
various counterexamples to unsafe scenarios. This includes
deepest and longest counter-examples as shown in Figure 3,
making it useful for test generation frameworks [11]. The
new version of HyLAA also includes a printer from the
Hyst model transformation framework [4], which allows both
quick model export from the SpaceEx [10] format, as well as
analysis of control systems under real-time schedulers using

Abstract— In this paper we propose to give a demonstration
of the tool HyLAA for performing safety analysis of CyberPhysical Systems (CPS). At its core, HyLAA is a tool for
computing reachable set of states for CPS where the physical
environment is guided by linear differential equations. This
demo would include new features of the tool, primarily for
handling discrete transitions among dynamics, new improved
visualization techniques, and counterexamples for safety and
performance specifications of CPS.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Developing Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS) that interact
with the physical environment and are controlled by software
requires tighter integration between physical behavior and
software. These CPS are expected to satisfy the performance
and safety specification for a wide range of deployment
scenarios. The safety specification is often characterized
as a subset of states should not be visited. Performance
specification, on the other hand, impose constraints that a
desired state should be visited within a specific time bound
(timing specification). Since the continuous state space is
uncountable, running a finite number of tests cannot be
used to prove that a timing/safety specification are satisfied
by the system. In this demonstration, we present Hybrid
Linear Automata Analyzer (HyLAA), a tool for verification
of timing and safety properties of CPS.
II. D EMONSTRATION
Cyber-Physical Systems that interact with the physical
world (state space Rn ) and governed by software (discrete
space loc). For analyzing timing aspects of CPS, finite-state
machine models are insufficient, and timed automata [3] are
often used to model CPS. If the properties to be analyzed involve the system dynamics, then, timed automata models are
also insufficient. Hybrid automata [2] are extensions of timed
automata to more general differential equations. Formally, a
hybrid automata is given as hloc, X, Flow, Inv, Transi. Here,
loc corresponds to the discrete state space (also called
modes), X is the continuous state space (typically Rn ), Flow
is the continuous dynamics associated with each element in
loc, Inv is the invariant associated with each element in loc,
the discrete transitions among loc defined by Trans.
HyLAA can analyze hybrid automata where the invariants
and transitions all defined by polyhedral predicates, and the
ODEs in each mode are linear. Owing to space limitations,
we do not present the fully rigorous mathematical definitions
of hybrid automata.
1 Safe

1 https://github.com/Z3Prover/z3/tree/master/
examples/python
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Fig. 1: A phase-plot of the reachable set of a spacecraft
during a rendezvous maneuver generated by HyLAA. The
colors of various regions represents the different modes of
operation.

Fig. 2: An output of HyLAA shows a projection of the
reachable states of a model of structural component of the
international space station over time.

the continuization [8] model transformation pass.
We plan to explain and demonstrate the new features
available during the proposed demo session.
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providers must provide effective resource management to meet
the service level objectives (SLOs) of these applications. Like
the cloud, the fog/edge supports multi-tenancy, however, in
more resource-constrained environments because of which
applications are susceptible to more pronounced effects of
performance interference. Performance interference is caused
due to sharing of resources such cache, network, disk, etc
which are difficult to partition/isolate among applications [2].
In this context, effective schedulers need to be designed that
can mitigate the impact of performance interference thereby
providing desired level of QoS to such latency-sensitive applications [3], [4].
Developing effective resource management solutions, e.g.,
schedulers, requires an accurate understanding of application
performance under different co-location scenarios which can
give rise to different performance interference patterns. To
that end, the use of performance models learned from such a
benchmarking effort can allow resource management solutions
to rapidly make intelligent resource allocation decisions and
enforce effective application placement on the runtime platforms. One approach to creating such performance interference
models was proposed by the DeepDive project [5], which uses
the system resource metrics to infer application performance.
However, to create such performance models is a challenging
task for a variety of reasons. First, the application performance
needs to be analyzed under varying levels of system resource
utilization. However, system resource utilization is a multidimensional space due to the presence of multiple types
of resources, and hence creating varying levels of resource
utilizations spanning this large design space is a difficult task.
Compounding this problem is the fact that it is hard for users to
define the right kinds of software workloads that can cover this
multi-dimensional resource utilization design space. Secondly,
running such performance interference tests is a very difficult
task due to an overall lack of software tooling infrastructure
and its runtime complexity.
To address these concerns, we present FECBench
(Fog/Edge/Cloud Benchmark), which is a framework to build
performance interference models for latency-sensitive applications that can be co-located with a variety of different
applications on the fog/edge resources.

Abstract—Cloud-enabled latency-sensitive applications are increasingly exploiting fog/edge computing resources to meet their
latency requirements while still benefiting from the elastic properties of the cloud. Fog/edge computing enable the services to
perform the processing at the edge rather than sending the
data to the remote distant cloud, which can be susceptible to
high communication latencies. However, as more latency-sensitive
services get deployed on these fog/edge resources, performance
interference effects caused due to sharing of the limited fog/edge
resources such as cache, memory, disk can lead to these services
missing their deadlines and hence violation of their service level
objectives. Presently, there is a general lack of tools that can
enable developers and system administrators to study, understand and predict such performance interference issues when
their services are deployed in the presence of a variety of other
services that share these resources. To address these gaps, this
paper presents a framework called Fog/Edge/Cloud Benchmark
(FECBench). FECBench allows users to build performance models of latency-sensitive fog/edge-based applications. To predict
the sensitivity of the target application to co-located workloads
and pressure that it imposes on co-located workloads, FECBench
maintains an extensible knowledge base that captures utilizations
for different resources under a variety of application co-location
combinations that includes the target application. To enable this,
FECBench provides a benchmarking and remote monitoring
infrastructure to conduct these benchmarking experiments in
an automated fashion, and collect the results from remote sites.
FECBench also supports a visual domain-specific language that
eases the construction and execution of performance interference
experiments for the users. This paper describes the FECBench
framework and the demonstration scenario.
Keywords—Performance analysis, DSML, Interference, Monitoring, Cloud, Fog, Edge Computing, Resource Management.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Fog/Edge computing is gaining tremendous traction for
latency-sensitive applications due to its elastic but locally
available compute processing capability. Applications, such as
medical patient monitoring, industrial internet of things, transit
vehicle monitoring applications, preventive equipment repair
monitoring services and hardware-in-loop distributed simulations are increasingly benefiting from fog/edge computing
resources [1].
With rapid growth in such technologies and newer types
of application workloads running on these platforms, fog/edge
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II. T OOL D EMONSTRATION

along with some long running batch applications. As
seen in Figure 2, the response time of the machine
learning inference step can be severely degraded due to
performance interference effects caused due to the colocated workloads.

Figure 1 shows the high level architecture of FECBench.
The experiment modeling provides intuitive abstractions to the
user to configure and automate the benchmarking experiments
and collect the desired resource utilization metrics. The generative aspects of the framework synthesize the artifacts needed
to automate the entire performance modeling and analysis
process.
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4) Strategies for minimizing performance interference :
In this, we will show how using an intelligent placement
and job scheduler that we can minimize performance
interference effects in a multi-tenant environment.

Runtime Platform
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The demonstration we will show at the conference will
include the following steps.
1) Modeling of the Experiment: In this step we will
showcase the visual domain specific modeling language
(DSML) that can be utilized to specify different metrics
of interest to be monitored on the runtime platform. These
system metrics are then utilized to monitor in real time
the resource consumption metrics.
2) Executing Benchmarks of Applications: Using
FECBench, we will demonstrate how one can run
performance benchmarks for the latency-sensitive
application when executing in the context of colocated
workloads. This step will also showcase how the
collection and aggregation of metrics takes place, and
how we can visualize them using a graphical dashboard.
3) Displaying the Effects of Performance Interference:
Using a latency-sensitive application, such as machine
learning inference, we will demonstrate the effect of
performance interference on the application’s execution
time. The goal of this step is to show how the interference
effects manifest as performance degradation in the application during its execution on the underlying platform.
As an example, consider a machine learning prediction
service running on an Intel Xeon platform and co-located
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application perspective, if these uncertainty bounds exceed
an acceptable limit, the application can enter a gracefuldegradation mode, and thus be fault-tolerant in the face of
clock-synchronization failure. Based on this notion of Quality
of Time, [1] also introduced a reference QoT Architecture
along with its corresponding implementation for Linux, called
the QoT Stack for Linux.
Modern distributed cyber-physical applications are inherently complex, and consist of multiple interacting components.
Thus, deploying these components and managing their lifecycle is a complex endeavor. Additionally, many of these components will be deployed in the cloud or edge devices in conjunction with other applications. In such scenarios, the use of
technologies like containerization [9] simplify the deployment
and life-cycle management of complex applications. Thus, we
present Quartz which builds on the QoT Stack for Linux [1]
to provide “Time-as-a-Service” to containerized applications.
Quartz features a distributed architecture, implemented using
containerized micro-services, making it easy to deploy and use
across a range of platforms.
In this work, we demonstrate the capabilities of Quartz and
the utility of the notion of Quality of Time, by means of a
distributed city-scale traffic-management system deployed in
simulation using the SUMO traffic simulator [10].

Abstract—Cyber-physical systems (CPS) are increasingly interconnected and require real-time coordination among distributed
entities. Real-time coordination of traffic lights at city scale to
improve traffic flow and reduce trip times is one such geodistributed application where coordination can yield significant
economic and environmental benefits. While low latency is key
for real-time coordination, a shared sense of time with the added
notion of Quality of Time (QoT) is useful for fault detection,
and enables fault-tolerant coordinated action in distributed CPS
[1][2][3]. To enable such coordinated geo-distributed applications, we introduce Quartz, which exposes “Time-as-a-Service”.
Quartz features a distributed architecture, implemented using
containerized micro-services, and allows applications to specify
their timing requirements. Quartz orchestrates the underlying
system to meet these requirements, and feeds back the delivered
Quality of Time back to the application. In this work, we
demonstrate the capabilities of Quartz and the utility of the
notion of Quality of Time, using simulation of a distributed cityscale traffic-management system.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Time plays a key role in enabling coordination among distributed entities [4]. A non-exhaustive list of such coordinated
systems includes swarm robotics [5], distributed databases [6],
and city-scale traffic management. In such systems, a shared
notion of time, by means of synchronized clocks, enables: (i)
events to be ordered at distributed scale, and (ii) coordinated
actuation to be scheduled at/by specific time instants.
Clock synchronization is a mature field and technologies
such as GPS, Network Time Protocol (NTP) [7], and Precision
Time Protocol (PTP) [8] have made it possible to provide
distributed systems with a reliable and accurate shared notion
of time. However, most of these technologies are best-effort
and agnostic to application requirements. Additionally, clock
synchronization is not perfect, and there is always some
uncertainty in a node’s estimate of the share notion of time. If
this timing uncertainty exceeds an application’s specifications,
it can affect the quality and reliability of coordination [2].
To mitigate these issues, time needs to be exposed as a first
class entity to applications. This can be done by: (i) allowing
applications to specify their timing requirements (accuracy
and resolution), and (ii) feeding back the delivered timing
uncertainty back to the application, which enables applications
to adapt in the face of timing uncertainty exceeding specified
limits. Thus, fault-tolerant time-based coordination can be
enabled by using the notion of Quality of Time (QoT) [1],
which represents the uncertainty bounds corresponding to
a timestamp, with respect to a clock reference. From an

II. Q UARTZ
Quartz is a user-space implementation of the QoT Stack for
Linux, and has been built from the ground up for containerized
applications. It features a rich application programming interface (API) that is centered around the notion of a timeline
– a virtual sense of time to which applications bind with
their desired accuracy interval and minimum resolution timing
requirements [1]. A timeline can span multiple nodes, and
provides a shared notion of time, with the desired QoT, to all
distributed application components bound to it. This enables
developers to easily write choreographed applications which
can specify and observe timing uncertainty.
Quartz features a distributed implementation, composed of
containerized services. It works by constructing a timing subsystem in Linux that runs parallel to timekeeping and POSIX
timers. In this stack, quality metrics are passed alongside time
calls. Quartz is still under development, and currently provides
API bindings for C++ and Python applications. The following
services make up the key components of Quartz:
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adjacent intersections, which it uses to improve traffic flow in
coordination with other intersections.
In the above described scenario, a shared notion of time
is key to ensure that (i) state from adjacent intersections has
accurate timestamps, and (ii) the phase of the traffic lights at
an intersection can be switched at an accurate time instant to
ensure efficient traffic flow. Thus, each intersection controller
uses Quartz to bind to the traffic-management timeline, while
Quartz ensures that all controllers bound to the timeline share
the same notion of time with the desired QoT specification.
Quartz also ensures every timestamp is appended with accurate
QoT estimates, enabling controllers to decide “data validity”
based on the QoT bounds, i.e., data with QoT bounds beyond
tolerable limits can be discarded or used with caution.
The containerized intersection controllers and the Quartz
micro-services are deployed using the Nutanix Sherlock IoT
platform [11]. Sherlock makes it easy to seamlessly develop,
deploy, monitor and manage distributed IoT applications
across multiple edge devices. Application components can be
deployed as containers or event-triggered functions. Sherlock
also provides the capabilities required to manage the life-cycle
of applications and operationalize such systems at scale.
Figure 2 provides an overview of the architecture of the
demo city-scale traffic-management application.

Sync Commands
/Updates

Clock-Sync Unix-Domain Socket

Fig. 1. The Quartz Micro-Service Architecture

1) Timeline Service is the interface through which applications interact with Quartz, i.e., most API requests are handled
by the timeline service. It is also tasked with performing the
bookkeeping of the timelines that exist on a physical node, the
applications bound to each timeline, and the Quality of Time
requirements of each application and timeline.
2) QoT Clock-Synchronization Service synchronizes the
per-timeline clock and computes the QoT estimates.
3) Coordination Service is the distributed component of the
stack, responsible for discovering other nodes on a timeline,
and conveying QoT requirements across nodes. This information is used by the timeline service to orchestrate the clocksynchronization service based on QoT requirements.
Figure 1 provides an overview of the different Quartz
services and their interactions.
III. D EMONSTRATION OVERVIEW
In this demo, we simulate a city-scale traffic scenario with
multiple intersections, using the open-source SUMO traffic
simulator [10]. We use TraCI [10] to interface with the
simulation, and ensure that each time-step in the simulation
mirrors the flow of time in the real world. Using TraCI,
we expose each intersection as MQTT endpoints which (i)
periodically publish intersection state – the number of vehicles
queued per-incoming lane in the last period, and (ii) listen
for commands – the next phase of the traffic lights at the
intersection. Note that using MQTT endpoints at the simulator
interface decouples the simulation logic from the controllers.
Each intersection is controlled by an edge controller, responsible for controlling the timing and phase of the traffic lights
at the intersection. Note that the controller is containerized
and can be deployed on any platform. But we envision it to be
placed on an edge device with a low-latency connection to the
intersection. The containerized controller gets the intersection
state by subscribing to the MQTT endpoints corresponding to
the intersection. The controller is based on deep reinforcementlearning, which uses the current intersection state to dynamically decide the next phase of the traffic lights at the
intersection. The chosen phase is published to the intersection
MQTT endpoint listening for commands. Each intersection
controller can also periodically receive timestamped state from
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